Gary Bradt
Leadership and Change Expert
Adapt and Ignite: Turning Change Into Opportunity
*Available in two forms: Keynote or Interactive Workshop*
More than a catch phrase, Adapt and Ignite! is Gary Bradt's rallying cry for success in a world that moves fast and
doesn't wait for stragglers. Bradt increases the capacity of people and organizations to rise to the challenge of
change by delivering highly customized presentations that address the unique objectives of each event.
A clinical psychologist and C-Suite executive coach, Bradt knows how to engage the heads and the hearts of his
audiences for maximum effectiveness using masterful storytelling, humor, simple exercises and solid content.
Navigating change successfully means being willing to change yourself first, he explains. He shows how learning to
adapt leads to new levels of performance and personal and professional success.
Every audience is different. The challenges they face are different. What event planners appreciate most about Gary
is his preparation. By the time he gets in front of an audience, he has a deep understanding of the group and the
issues they’re dealing with. He’s spent hours creating a message to meet the objectives of the event. Bradt adapts
some of his most popular stories and combines them with compelling insights that inspire people to confidently
move into the future with practical and usable tools.
Bringing together a group of people for an event is a great opportunity. Adapt and Ignite! is a message that will
make the most of their precious time together and will help galvanize a new spirit of possibility whenever change is
involved.
The speech is over. Now what?
Sustain change after the meeting by using Gary Bradt's Services Beyond the Keynote.
The message of Adapt and Ignite! can be tailored to address:
Leadership at any level
Sales organizations
Organizational change
Industry consolidation
Organizations in transition
Technology-driven change
Regulatory change
Industry-driven change
Market-driven change
Personal change
Internal Reorganization
Increasing personal performance
Empowering the team
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